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Understanding Terminological Systems II: Experience with conceptual and formal representation of structure 

Abstract 
This chapter describes the application of two popular conceptual and formal representation 

formalisms, as part of a framework for understanding terminological systems. A precise 
understanding of the structure of a terminological system is essential to assess the merits of 
existing terminological systems, to recognize patterns in various systems and to design and 
build new terminological systems. Our experience with the application of this framework to 
five general and well-known existing terminological systems and one existing terminological 
system for intensive care is described. 

8.1 Introduction 
For many decades various terminological systems have been developed with different 
domains and different structures ranging from strict hierarchies to semantic nets. These 
terminological systems had different purposes such as direct patient care or epidemiological 
research. Cimino et al. [1] and Campbell et al. [2] describe criteria concerning the essential 
conceptual features of an ideal terminological system. Chute et al. recently summarized and 
extended these criteria [3]. In spite of papers giving an overview of the strengths and 
weaknesses of terminological systems [2,4, 5] it is still hard to judge existing systems because 
the structure and characteristics of terminological systems are often incompletely and 
ambiguously described. We feel there is a need for a framework for understanding 
terminological systems. In order to understand and compare existing terminological systems 
and to evaluate them for specific goals there is a need for at least two components: (1) a 
uniform terminology and typology to characterize terminological systems themselves 
(chapter 7) and; (2) a uniform representation formalism to describe the structure of these 
terminological systems. 
The goal of this chapter is to provide a representation formalism for representing the structure 
of terminological systems and to report on our experience with its application on six existing 
terminological systems. An essential feature of our representation formalism is that it is 
conceptual, viz. it supports communication between for example domain experts and 
engineers of the terminological system. It should also help highlighting weak spots in the 
design by supporting the comparison of various terminological system structures with the 
characteristics required. Complementary to the conceptual part of the representation 
formalism, a formal counterpart (based on first order logic) is needed to enhance expressivity 
and disambiguity and to support consistency during development of new terminological 
systems and their maintenance and reuse. 
In section 8.2 we describe the representation formalism which is based on Entity 
Relationshipship Diagrams (ERD) and First Order Logic (FOL). In section 8.3 the relevant 
criteria of Cimino et al. [1] and Campbell et al. [2] are translated into this formalism. In 
section 8.4 we describe our experience with formalizing five well-known terminological 
systems: ICD [6, 7]; NHS clinical terms [8,9]; SNOMED [10,11]; UMLS [12, 13]; GALEN [14, 
15]; and one terminological system with an intensive care domain intended to record 
diagnoses for evaluative research: ICNARC Coding Method [16]. This section also includes a 
comparison of these structures with the formalized criteria. In section 8.5 we discuss the 
implications for the usability of these terminological systems. 
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8.2 Uniform representation formalism 
A uniform representation formalism supports the complete and unambiguous description of 
the structure of a terminological system and therefore enables the comparison of different 
terminological systems described by the same formalism. Important characteristics of a 
uniform representation formalism are: (1) conceptuality - i.e. it lends itself for human 
comprehension and communication, (2) adequate expressive power, and (3) non-ambiguity. 
The Entity-Relationship (ER) formalism [17] is a simple formalism capable of expressing 
concepts, relationships between concepts and some cardinality constraints, and it scores well 
on these criteria. The simple diagrammatic notations of ER (ER Diagram) have contributed 
immensely to its popularity. The notations use in the static part of object oriented formalisms 
such as OMT and UML could have also been used, because they basically express the same 
content. However, ERD may not always be adequate for expressing complex constraints. 
Hence, a more expressive instrument and a formal (based on mathematical notions) 
specification, is needed to complement it in order to avoid non-ambiguity and to capture 
complex constraints. Based on its expressive power and universality we have chosen (many 
sorted) First-Order-Logic (FOL). Our choice for ER with FOL means that descriptions in this 
formalism could easily be translated to and from other logic-based formalisms such as 
Ontolingua [18], conceptual graphs [19] and description logics [20] when their expressivity 
allows this. In the past, other researchers described the use of logic-based formalisms for the 
representation of medical data and pointed out that this is a pre-condition for automated 
reasoning [19-23]. Therefore, a formal and conceptual representation of the terminological 
system's structure, that is a meta-model of the medical concepts it includes, is essential in 
understanding the system and hence its usability. 

8.3 Representation of criteria for terminological systems 
Cimino et al. and Campbell et al. describe essential conceptual criteria of an ideal 
terminological system [1,2]. As summarized in Table 8.1 we distinguish two categories of 
these criteria: criteria which concern the representation formalism itself, e.g. concepts and 
attributes, and criteria which concern the descriptions of the domain (the model) using the 
representation formalism, e.g. domain completeness. In this section we describe the relevant 
criteria of both categories with the ER formalism and a FOL description. This 
conceptualization and formalization enables the recognition of patterns in the structure of 
terminological systems relative to these criteria and relative to each other as described in 
section 8.4. It also forms the basis for the design of new terminological systems. 

Table 8.1 Criteria on the formalism and criteria on the model mentioned by Cimino et al. and Campbell et al. 

Criteria on the formalism 
Concepts and attributes 

Explicit relationships 

Compositional rules 

Criteria on the model 
Domain completeness 

Synonyms and multi-linguistic terms 

Non ambiguity, non vagueness and non redundancy 

Multiple classification 

Context free codes & Unique codes 

Cross mapping 

Use of definitions 
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8.3.1 Criteria concerning the representation formalism 
In this section we describe criteria for the representation formalism which form the basis for 
the domain criteria described in section 8.3.2. As explained in [24] the building blocks of 
most conceptualizations and hence also of terminological systems are concepts, attributes 
and relationships between concepts. These are represented in ERD respectively by a 
rectangle, an arrow connected with an ellipse, and a diamond connecting rectangles by 
arrows (see Figure 8.1). Relationships between concepts can be distinguished in hierarchical 
relationships ("Is_a" and "Is_part_of' relationships) and non-hierarchical relationships (e.g. 
"caused_by")- When modelling the medical domain we represent an "Is_a" relationship 
between two different concepts as shown on the left side of Figure 8.2, e.g. hepatitis Is_a 
liver disease. For the purpose of the description of models of terminological systems 
themselves we distinguish in this paper a meta-level "Is_a" relationship (right side of Figure 
8.2). In the meta-model the meta-concept has instances which are concepts at the domain 
level, e.g. "hepatitis" and "liver disease" are hierarchically related concepts and are instances 
of the meta-concept "disease". 

Concept 
e.g. Health 

problem 

attribute 

e.g. volume 

Concept 
e.g. Organ 

Notation of relationships and their cardinality 

Notation 

Is 
A ^—* B 

>1 R 
L 

C R 3 

B 

• B 

Alternative notation Meaning 

A is exactly one B 

A belongs to 1 B in R 
B belongs to zero or many A in R 
A belongs to zero or many B in R 
B belongs to one or many A in R 
A belongs to one B in R 
B belongs to one A in R 

Figure 8.1 ERD representation of concepts, attributes and relationships. There are many other notations in the 
literature. 

Concept 
e.g. Liver disease 

/ * 
Concept 

e.g. Hepatitis 

_a 

"ls_a" 

Superordinatc concept 

Concept 
e.g. Disease 

Subordinate concept 

Figure 8.2 ERD representation of hierarchical relationship normal(lefl) and at the meta-level (right). Note the 
difference in the cardinality constraints. 
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A terminological system should enable the use of attributes to define or further specify 
concepts. Relationships between concepts should be made explicit. Without explicitly 
representing relationships it is hard or impossible to (automatically) interpret the meaning of 
a relationship, e.g. a relationship between "Health problem" and "Medication" can be 
interpreted as "Health problem treated_by Medication" or as "Health problem 
is_side_effect_of Medication". Relationships between concepts can be made explicit by a 
label designating the meaning of the relationships. Besides a label to designate the meaning 
of a relationship, constraints are sometimes necessary to restrict the interpretation of the 
relationship and to make it explicit. As shown the ER formalism satisfies this condition. 
The next criterion is "composition rules". Composition rules define how and which concepts 
can be used to compose new concepts. The formalism should support the specification of 
composites by syntax rules. With FOL one could easily specify the composites declaratively 
(that is, to specify what constitutes a composition rather than specifying it procedurally). 
Declarative specification as used in GALEN (section 8.4.6) is an important way to specify 
composites. 

8.3.2 Domain model criteria 
This section describes the criteria which concern the model of terminological systems. 
Domain completeness means that the terminological system should not be restricted in detail 
whether in depth or in breadth. A chain of hierarchical relationships which reflects 
descendants of a concept represents detail in depth. The number of direct children of a 
concept represents detail in breadth. Domain completeness implies that there should be no 
constraints on the number of descendents generations or number of direct children of a 
concept. Any constraint on the cardinality of the "Is_a" relationship or on the value of the 
(depth) level of the hierarchy would hinder domain completeness. Figure 8.3 formally 
describes a hierarchy and the "Direct_Is_a" relationship, furthermore an example of a 
restricted hierarchy is given. 

Superordinate 
— (Oirect)_ls_a 

Concept Subordinate concept 

Formalization of a hierarchy: 
• Direct_Is_a(x,y) -> Is_a (x,y) 

If x is a direct child of y then is x also a subordinate of y. ^ T j \ . concept 
• ls_a(x,y) A Is_a(y,z) —> Is_a(x,z) ^-—•-^x. 

The ls_a relation is transitive level 
• level(root)=0 

The root has level zero, assuming root is the root of the hierarchy. 
• V c l . c 2 6 concept Direct_is_a(c2,cl) —> (level(c2)=level(cl) +1) 

c2 is a direct child, 1 level higher than cl which is c2's direct parent. 
Restriction of the hierarchy (this implies domain incompleteness): 
• 3 U B V « Conccp, level(c) < L 

There is a maximum number, L, of hierarchical steps in the Is_a chain (this constraints the hierarchy in depth) 
• 3 M e N Vcs concept Hyeconcept | Direct_Is_a(y,c)}| < M 

There exists a maximum M on the cardinality of the Direct_Is_a relationship (this constraints the number of 
tuples including concept c as superordinate). 

Figure 8.3 ERD and FOL description of a general hierarchy and of domain incompleteness. Note that this 
specification is to be interpreted as a prescription meaning that L and M are chosen beforehand 
and that all instances of the terminological system could never have depth or breadth which exceed 
L and M. This means that when no specification ofL and M are given in the model, there are no 
restrictions on the domain completeness. 
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The criterion Synonyms and multi-lingual terms means that a unique concept may be 
designated by multiple terms in more than one language. The representation of this criterion 
is presented in Figure 8.4. 

Each concept is described by one or more terms 
• V, 6 Tcm | {<x,y> e Description | y=t} | > 1 

Each term describes one or more concepts 
• code: Concept —> String 

A concept has one string (alpha-numeric code) 
• name: Term -> String 

A term has one name (a string) 
• language: Term -> {English, Dutch, French,...} 

A term belongs to one language 

Figure 8.4 ERD and FOL description of synonyms and multi-lingual terms. 

Other model criteria concerning terms, concepts and their relationships are non-ambiguity, 
non-vagueness and non-redundancy. Non-vagueness prescribes that concepts must be 
complete in meaning, that is, refer to an object in the domain. Non-ambiguity prescribes that 
a concept refers to exactly one object in the domain. Non-redundancy prescribes that there 
should be a mechanism which prevents the existence of multiple different concept 
representations with the same meaning. These three criteria are not limited to the model of 
the terminological system, they are constraints on the meaning of concepts which ought to be 
considered by the knowledge engineer who develops the terminological system. To support 
the criterion of non-redundancy in the model, we could express the fact that each concept has 
one preferred term and zero or more synonymous terms per language. This results in an 
adaptation of Figure 8.4 into Figure 8.5, which consists of an ERD and FOL description of 
non-redundancy, synonyms and multi-lingual terms. 
The next criterion on a terminological systems model is multiple classification. Multiple 
classification is represented by a generic relationship in which a subordinate concept is 
related to as many superordinate concepts as required, e.g. "pneumococcal pneumonia" is a 
subordinate concept of the superordinate concept "lung diseases" as well as of the 
superordinate concept "infectious diseases". Although Cimino et al. restrict this criterion to 
generic relationships, it seems logical that multiple hierarchical relationships are also valid 
for partitive relationships, e.g. arteria renales is part of the arterial system and is part of the 
kidneys. Figure 8.6 conceptually describes multiple classification and it represents a formal 
statement to avoid multiple classification. Hence, models with multiple classification do not 
include this formal statement. 
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\code 

Description cz Concepts x Terms x Languages 
The relationship "Description" is a subset of the Cartesian product of all concepts, terms and languages 
SynonyrrLtype: Description —> {preferred, synonym) 
A term can be a preferred or synonymous description of a concept in a language 
code: Concept —> String 
A concept has one string (alpha-numeric code) 
name: Term —> String 
A term has one name (a string) 
' c e Concept v l € Language 3!ieTcrm (Description(c,l,t) A synonym_type(<c,l,t>)=preferred)) 

For every language there is exactly one preferred term per concept. 3!y A means that exactly one "y" exists for 
which A is true. 
Vcu concept V|e Language V„ Tcrm (Description(c 1 ,l,t) A synonym_type(<c 1 ,l,t>)=preferred) -> 
-i3c 2 6 concept (Description(c2,l,t) A synonym_type(<c2,l,t>)=preferred A c2*cl) 
For each language a term can be preferred for just one concept, i.e. different concepts cannot have the same 
preferred term. 

Figure 8.5 ERD and FOL description of non-redundancy, synonyms and multi-lingual terms. 

Superordinate concept Superordinate concept 

Is_part_of 

Subordinate 
concept 

Concept 

Isa 

Subordinate 
concept 

In order to avoid multiple classification one could specify: 
• Vc],C2,c36 concept (Direct_is_a(c 1 ,c2) A Direct_is_a(cl,c3) -> c3=c2) 

A subordinate concept c 1 cannot have more than one superordinate concept 

Figure 8.6 ERD and FOL description of multiple classification and FOL statement to avoid multiple 
classification. 

A code can be conceived as an attribute of a concept. Codes must be unique (see Figure 8.7) 
and non-significant, i.e. context free, hence not related to the meaning or the position of the 
concept in the hierarchy. Another criterion concerning codes is the possibility of cross-
mapping, e.g. for administrative reasons. This can be observed or achieved by an attribute 
"cross mapping code" appearing at each concept. The cross-mapping code e.g. between ICD 
and a local terminological system, can be either manually or (semi) automatically derived. 
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Concept 

• code: Concept —> String 
Each concept has an alpha-numeric string 

• VC|.c2e Co„cepl (c 1 * c2 -> code(c 1) * code(c2)) 
Two different concepts cannot have the same code, i.e. Code is an injective function 

Figure 8.7 ERD and FOL representation of unique codes. 

The last criterion concerns the use of definitions. Some terminological systems have textual 
definitions which have to be interpreted by the human reader. Textual definitions can be 
represented as in Figure 8.7 in which an attribute "definition" has to be added. Definitions 
can be represented at least partly by ERD and FOL, but sometimes it is impossible to 
represent them by ERD and FOL. This is mostly due to the fact that a definition is unknown, 
and not due to lack of expressiveness of ERD and FOL. For example, some syndromes are 
called after the person who labeled a combination of symptoms without explicitly knowing a 
definition of the syndrome. 
If the definitions were formal, a computer could (at least partially) process them and use them 
for automated reasoning such as consistency checking [20] and knowledge acquisition in 
GAMES[23] and PROTÉGÉ [25], 

8.4 Description of existing terminological systems 
The conceptual and formal representation of terminological systems supports a better 
understanding of their structure. It helps to recognise the patterns in the designs of different 
terminological systems by a uniform view, which enables the ascertaining of gaps and 
incompleteness in the terminological system. 
In chapter 7 we globally described the historical background, the typology and the coding 
scheme of the ICD-10 [7], NHS Clinical Terms [8.9], SNOMED [10, 11], ICM [16], UMLS 
[12, 13] and GALEN [14, 15, 26]. In this section we use ERD and FOL to describe the structure 
of these terminological systems and compare them with the criteria described in the section 
8.3. For brevity, we only represent the essential information in FOL which is not represented 
in the ERD. 

8.4.1 ICD-10 
A conceptual and formal model of the ICD-10 is presented in Figure 8.8. Although Figure 8.8 
shows explicit relationships to clarify the model of ICD-10, as the "Is_a" relationship, in 
reality the ICD-10 does not contain explicit relationships. For neoplasm concepts there are 
composition possibilities. A coded nomenclature for morphology of neoplasms is part of the 
ICD. Each concept in the ICD chapter 2 "Neoplasms" can be extended with a morphology 
concept and code, which consists of 5 positions. The first four positions represent the 
histology and the fifth position represents the behaviour of the neoplasm, e.g. "0=benign", 
"l=uncertain whether benign or malignant", "3=malignant, primary site". For non-neoplasm 
concepts there are no attributes and composition rules to compose new complex concepts. 
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Direct Is a Super* 

Sub* 
0.1.2 | 

^ "2eve/_ 
detail 

Extension 

Concept 

.of- f 

Neoplasm 
Concept 

Vcs conccpi Level_of_detail(c) >2 A Level_of_detail(c) < 4 
The number of levels of Direct_Is_A (detail in depth) is restricted to four. 
Vc s conccp. V c d e code Designate_code(c,cd) A | )<x,cd> e Designate_code|x=c( | =1 -> codetype(cd)=nil 
For each concept which is designated to exactly one code, that code has no specific type (nill) 

Vc e concept Vcdl.cd2 2 s code Designate_code(c,cdl) A Designate_code(c,cd2) A cdl*cd2 
((code_type(cd 1 )= "*" A code_type(cd2)= "t") v (code_type(cdl)= "t" A code_type(cd2)= "*")) 
If a concept is designated by two different codes, one of the codes has the type "*" and the other code has type "t" 

* "Sub" and "Super" mean "subordinate concept" and "superordinate concept" 

Figure 8.8 ERD and FOL representation of ICD-10. 

Chapter 5 contains mental and behavioural disorders which are mainly natural kinds [27, 28]. 
For brevity and because this domain falls outside the context of this thesis we did not include 
this complexity in figure 8.8. 
Comparing Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.8 tells us that domain completeness of ICD-10 is 
restricted to 4 levels of depth. Because there is no real distinction between concepts and 
terms, notions as synonyms, multi-lingual terms and non-redundancy, as represented in 
Figure 8.5, are not found in Figure 8.8. From Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.8 we conclude that 
multiple classification is restricted in ICD-10 by the cardinality: concepts have 0, 1 or 2 
parents. Comparing Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.8 tells us that each concept is at least designated 
by one unique code and at most by two unique codes. 1CD distinguishes a dagger code 
related to the aetiology and an asterisk code related to the location of the diagnostic term. For 
example, meningococcal meningitis has two codes: A39.0t in the chapter "certain infectious 
and parasitic diseases" (aetiology) and G01* in the chapter "disease of the nervous system" 
(localisation). Definitions, more specific than the implicit interpretation that a subordinate 
concept is a more specific form of the superordinate concept, are lacking. 

8.4.2 NHS Clinical Terms 
The NHS Clinical Terms, formerly known as the Read Clinical Classification forms a 
classification of medical concepts representing many domains such as diseases, signs, 
procedures, etc. Each of these subdomains contains concepts related by generic relationships. 
This system views partitive relationships as generic relationships by introducing structure 
concepts. For example, the subordinate concept "aortic arch" is part of the superordinate 
concept "thoracic aorta", but instead of a direct partitive link this concept is generically 
linked to the structure concept "thoracic aorta structure". 
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Although relationships are not formally made explicit, during the qualification of concepts, 
implicit relationships are used in the lookup tables (templates) to define combinations of 
concepts, attributes and attribute values in a controlled way [29]. Table 8.2 is an example of 
such a template table in which the attribute "course of illness" can be used to qualify the 
concept "heart failure" into "acute heart failure" or "chronic heart failure". For each concept 
the accompanying attributes and allowable values are defined. The relationship between a 
concept and an attribute has a status: Qualifier if the attribute might supply extra detail which 
a user might choose to further describe a concept, e.g. "course of illness" in Table 8.2; Atom 
if the attribute is an intrinsic characteristic of a concept, e.g. "site" in Table 8.2; Fact if the 
attribute is a fact about the concept (facts are only used in the drug dictionary, e.g. 
Amoxycillin 250 mg capsules may be qualified by the fact that these are only available on 
prescription). The semantic status (shown in figure 8.9, not shown in Table 8.2) of an 
attribute describes which operations can be carried out on the given attribute values. For 
example F= value is final and must not be refined; M= mandatory to refine; R= may be 
refined; Q= only qualifier may be refined, not its children; C= only children may be refined; 
N= only numerical qualifiers may be refined; U=unspecified. The template tables define 
which concepts can be modified by which attributes, but lack explicit constraints e.g. on 
combinations of attributes. Furthermore, existing atoms are not consistently used to describe 
the intension of their corresponding concept. Hence, definitions are unnecessarily partially 
specified. 

Table 8.2 Template table for "heart failure". 

Concept 
Heart failure 

Attribute 
Course of illness 

Site 

Value 
Acute 
Chronic 

Cardiac 
structure 

Status 

Q 
Q 
A 

Figure 8.9 provides a conceptual and formal description of the NHS Clinical Terms. 
Comparing Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.6 with Figure 8.9 tells us that NHS Clinical Terms has no 
limitations to domain completeness and that multiple classification is possible. Comparing 
Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.7 with Figure 8.9 tells us that synonyms, non-redundancy and unique 
codes are supported in RCC. Each concept in the RCC is designated by a description which 
consists of a unique Read code and a unique term (identifier) for the concept. For example 
the concept with Read code 268702016 has two terms: "TBM-Tuberculous meningitis" with 
term code 587469505 and "Tuberculous meningitis" with term code 587469502. Preferred 
and synonymous descriptions are subordinates of description and each concept has one 
preferred description and possibly some synonymous descriptions. 
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• Vd6 Description Vce concepi V,6 Tcrm Descr_by(c,d) A Consist_of(d,t) —> name(d)= Concat (code_string(d), term_id(t)) 
Description of a concept exists of a Read code and a term(id) 

• Vra e R<.ad alIribuK V rav, Read a„ribuie value V,< „< g | {<x,y,z> e Value_of| x = ra A y=rv A z=n J | = n 
If Read cardinality number lies between 1 and 8, the cardinality of the relation between Read attribute and Read 
attribute value is the Read cardinality, otherwise it is unspecified or unlimited. 

Figure 8.9 ERD and FOL description of the NHS Clinical Terms. 

8.4.3 SNOMED 
The structure of SNOMED consists of eleven modules (a module is also called axis or 
dimension) which can be conceived as distinct classifications. The eleven modules concern 
the following domains: Topography, Morphology, Function, Living organisms, Chemicals & 
drugs & biological products, Physical agents, Occupations, Social context, Disease and 
diagnosis, Procedures, General modifiers. Figure 8.10 is a conceptual and formal description 
of SNOMED. 
As shown in Figure 8.10 concepts are related to each other using hierarchical relationships 
and (concept between different axes are also related) by non-hierarchical relationships. The 
term "Tonsil" for example is part of (partitive and so hierarchical relationship) the Gl-tract 
and the hematopoietic-lymphoid system. An example of non-hierarchical relationships 
between terms are the relations between the disease "Tuberculosis" in the "Disease and 
diagnosis" and "Lung" in the topographical module, "Granuloma" in the morphology 
module, "M.tuberculosis" in the living organisms module and "Fever" in the function 
module. Since version II of SNOMED these relationships are explicit although a formal 
model lacks. 
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Direct Is 

Super 

Sub 

Supt 

Concept 

r 

Sub 

Non generic 
relationship 

Describes 

Module: Term —> {Topography, Morphology, Function, Living organisms. Chemicals & drugs & biological 
products, Physical agents, Occupations, Social context. Disease and diagnosis, Procedures, General modifiers} 
A term belongs to one of eleven modules. 
Vd € Disease lerm Module(d) = "Disease and diagnosis" 
Each disease term has module " Disease and diagnosis" 
' c I ,c2 e Conceptv 11. t2 e Term Is_a (c 1 ,c2) A Description^ 1 ,t 1) A Description(c2,t2) —> Module(t 1) = Module(t2) 
Subordinate term descriptions have the same module as their superordinate term description. 
' c e Concept™ d e Description " y e Composed description VVJ , (Describes(d,c) A Is_a(y,d) A Consists_of(y,v) A 

Consists_of(y,w)) -> (description_code(y) = Concat(SNOMED_code(v), SNOMED_code(w))) 
The SNOMED code of a composed concept is the concatenation of the codes of the individual terms. 

Figure 8.10 ERD and FOL representation of the structure of SNOMED international. 

Concepts are non-vague that is they represent an object. Some terms, e.g. from the General 
modifier module, are vague but these are only used to compose new concepts. Concepts of 
the various modules/axes can be linked in order to compose new complex medical concepts 
but SNOMED has not formalised any constraints on these compositions. Comparing Figure 
8.3 and Figure 8.6 with Figure 8.10 shows that SNOMED has no limitations to domain 
completeness and that multiple classification is possible. Comparing Figure 8.5 and Figure 
8.7 with Figure 8.10 shows that synonyms, multi-lingual terms, non-redundancy and unique 
codes are not supported in SNOMED. A disease concept can often be described by a non-
vague concept from the "Disease and diagnoses" module, e.g. DE-14800 Tuberculosis, but in 
some cases it is also possible to describe the same concept with a concatenation of different 
concepts, e.g. Lung + Granuloma + M.tuberculosis + Fever which also represents 
Tuberculosis. Although each concept in SNOMED is described by one or more descriptions, 
there is no distinction between preferred and synonymous terms. Partial definitions are only 
available for concatenated concepts, in that case the definition is the enumeration of 
concatenated characteristics. SNOMED RT, currently under development, seems to address 
all above mentioned deficiencies by using a formal model [II] based on description logics 
[20]. 
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8.4.4 ICNARC Coding Method 
The ICNARC Coding Method (ICM) is an intensive care diagnostic terminology without 
generic relationships between terms. As shown in Figure 8.11, ICM has a hierarchical five-
tier structure: type (surgical/non-surgical); body system; anatomical site; 
physiological/pathological process; and diagnostic condition. With the exception of the 
relationship between type and body system, the higher tier prescribes the allowable values on 
the lower tier, e.g. the selected body system prescribes which anatomical sites can be chosen. 
It is allowed to stop at a higher tier than the (last) condition tier when a further tier is not 
appropriate. All relationships between the concept and the five tiers are understandable but 
implicit. 

String Concept 

Condition 

condition code 

* c e Concept -J t e Type ^ b e Body system Rt(t,c) A Rb(b,c) 
Every concept is related to at least one type and one body system 
V c e Concept 3 a e Anatomical site 3 p e process R p ( P , c ) ™* R a ( a , C ) 

If a concept is related to a process, it has to be related to an anatomical site 
V c u Concept 3 p s Process 3 cd e Condition R c ( c d , C ) —> R p ( p , c ) 

If a concept is related to a condition, it has to be related to a process 
V c « Concept V , s T y p c V b , Body system V , e Anatomical s i » - > 3 p 6 Process R t ( t , C ) A R b ( b , C > A R a ( a , C ) A R p ( p , C ) - > C O d e ( c ) = 

Concat (type_code(t), system_code(b), site_code(a)) 
A code of a concept only defined by type, body system and anatomical site, is the concatenation of the codes of 
the type, body system and anatomical site related to that concept. 
V c e Concept V , s Type^b e Body system'v'a s Anatomical s i le^p 6 Process " " '3 c d e Condition R t ( t , C ) A R b ( b , C ) A R a ( a , c ) A R p ( p , c ) A 

Rc(cd,c)-> code(c)= Concat (type_code(t), system_code(b), site_code(a), process_code(p)) 
A code of a concept only defined by type, body system, anatomical site and process is the concatenation of the 
codes of the type, body system, anatomical site and process related to that concept. 
V c e Concept V , s T y p e ^ b e Body system^a € Anatomical siteVp 6 Processed e Condition R t ( t , C ) A R b ( b , C ) A R a ( a , C ) A R p ( p , C ) A 

Rc(cd,c)—> code(c)= Concat (type_code(t), system_code(b), site_code(a), process_code(p), condition_code(cd)) 
A code of a "full-described" concept is the concatenation of the codes of the type, body system, anatomical site, 
process and condition related to that concept. 

Figure 8.11 ERD and FOL representation of ICM structure. 

Comparing Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.11 tells us that domain completeness of ICM is restricted 
in breadth to the five tiers and in depth because generic relationships between concepts are 
lacking. As there is no distinction between concepts and terms, synonyms, multi-lingual 
terms and non-redundancy (Figure 8.5) are not found in Figure 8.11. Some conditions can be 
reached by different combinations of type, body system, anatomical site and process (see 
Figure 5.1). Different codes for a same condition are linked in a conversion table to restrict 
redundancy. Although concepts can be reached by different combinations of the five tiers, 
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which can be interpreted as multiple classification, real multiple classification is not 
supported by 1CM because of the lack of generic relationships between concepts. Comparing 
Figure 8.7 and the formal part of Figure 8.11 tells us that each concept is designated by at 
least one unique code. Partial definitions are implicitly available by the concatenation of the 
five tiers. 

8.4.5 UMLS 
The UMLS consists of the Metathesaurus, the Semantic network, the Specialist lexicon and 
the Information Sources Map. For brevity we only conceptually and formally describe the 
metathesaurus and the semantic network, because these two together form the most 
comparable component with the terminological systems described in the remainder of this 
chapter. The Metathesaurus provides information about concepts, terms, string-names and the 
relationships among them, drawn from established terminological systems such as ICD-9-
CM/ICD-10, SNOMED and MeSH. As shown in Figure 8.12 the metathesaurus represents 
"broader", "narrower", "other", relationships between different concepts (and optionally the 
relationships defined in the semantic network). Many relationships are derived directly from 
source terminological systems. For example the hierarchical relationships in MeSH or ICD 
are manually made explicit in UMLS as "Is_a" or "Part_of' relationships. The UMLS does 
not contain composition rules to compose new complex concepts. 

Semantic net 

Semantic 
network concept 

Assigned_to 

Semantic net 
relation 

Is a 

0,1 

Generic 
relationships 

A ss ign_Rel_to 

Is a 

Non-generii 
relationships 

-ferm_id string_id 

Term 

erminologicaT" 
system 

source of string 

String 
descr 

Strinc 

roader, narrower, Qth£F£> 

VC6 uMLSconccpt V,6 Language 3!,6 Tcrm (Description(c,l,t) A synonym_type(<c,l,t>)=preferred)) 
For every language there is exactly one preferred term per concept. 3!y A means that exactly one "y" exists for 
which A is true. 
Vcie uMLSconcep. V|« Language V,€ Tcrm (Description(c 1 ,l,t) A synonym_type(<c 1 ,l,t>)=preferred) -» 
-•3c2s concepr (Description(c2,l,t) A synonym_type(<c2,!,t>)=preferred A c2*cl) 
For each language a term can be preferred for just one concept, i.e. different concepts cannot have the same preferred 
term. 
V c e UMLS concept 3 S E Semanlic concepc A s s i g n e d _ t O ( c , S ) 

Each metathesaurus concept is assigned to at least one semantic concept in the semantic network 

Figure 8.12 ERD and FOL representation of the structure of UMLS Metathesaurus and Semantic network. 
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Comparing Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.6 with Figure 8.12 tells us that UMLS has no limitations 
to domain completeness and that multiple classification is possible. From the comparison 
between Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.7 with Figure 8.12 we conclude that synonyms, multiple-
lingual terms, non-redundancy and unique codes are supported in UMLS. Each concept in the 
UMLS is described by one preferred and possibly more synonymous terms which are in turn 
linked to multiple strings (plurals etc.). Each concept has an attribute "definition", a textual 
definition which describes the meaning of the concept. 
Each concept in the metathesaurus is assigned to the most (one of 132) specific semantic 
category available in the semantic network. The left part of Figure 8.12 is only a general and 
simplified conceptual and formal description of the semantic network. The semantic network 
provides information about the set of basic semantic categories (also called semantic types): 
Physical objects (e.g. organisms), Conceptual entities (e.g. findings), Activities (e.g. 
behaviour) and Phenomenons and processes (e.g. biological function) and their relationships. 
Via the "Is_a" link, relationships and attributes are inherited by the subordinates of the high 
level semantic category. By inheritance the relationship "process_of' between "Biological 
function" and "Organism" also exists between "Disease or Syndrome" (which Is_a "Biologic 
Function") and "Human" (which h_a an "Organism"). The inheritance of relationships can 
be blocked in case the subordinates of a semantic category conflict with the relationship, e.g. 
"Mental or Behavioural dysfunction" is a "Biologic Function" which can be related to an 
"Organism" by the "process of' relationship. "Plants" is a subordinate of "Organisms" but 
cannot have a mental dysfunction, therefore this inheritance is blocked. Relationships 
between semantic categories do not necessarily apply to all metathesaurus concepts that have 
been assigned to those semantic categories. For example the relationship "evaluationsf 
exists between the semantic categories "Sign" and "Organism attribute". The metathesaurus 
concept "overweight", related to the semantic category "Sign", is an evaluation of the 
"Organism attribute" concept "body weight" but it is not an evaluation of the "Organism 
attribute" concept "body length". Inconsistencies between metathesaurus concepts cannot be 
blocked. 

8.4.6 GALEN 
GALEN is different from the above mentioned terminological systems. Like UMLS and 
SNOMED RT, GALEN provides an explicit model of the domain but GALEN also provides 
a flexible representation language based on description logics [20]. GALEN's goal is to 
formally describe and model the medical domain by which the interchangeability of 
electronic medical data of different data sources can be supported. The "Terminology Server" 
of GALEN is the implementational instrument of GALEN's goal. The Terminology Server 
integrates three modules: the Concept Module, the Multilingual Module and the Code 
Conversion module. 
The Concept Module utilizes the GALEN Representation and Integration Language 
(GRAIL), a formalism based on Description Logics, to represent and manipulate the Concept 
Reference (CORE) model. The Core model is an ontology comprising approximately 5,000 
concepts (e.g. bones, organs, fractures) and 1,000 explicit relationships (e.g. HaveLocation, 
HaveComplexity) in 1998. The GRAIL formalism allows developers of terminologies to 
create models containing these concepts and relationship, and to derive (automatically) new 
composed concepts. 
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There are no restrictions on domain completeness. To guarantee non-redundant and sensible 
composed concepts, automated reasoning facilitated by reasoning services of Description 
Logics [20], is used. 
Relationships between concepts can be sanctioning or descriptive. Sanctioning relationships 
specify how concepts are allowed to be used in the formation of composites. There are three 
types of sanctioning relationships: conceivable, grammatical and sensible. Conceivable 
sanctioning relationships are used for attribute declaration. Grammatical sanctioning 
relationships between concepts mean that a relationship between the (mostly high level) 
concepts is grammatically possible but do not have to be clinically relevant, e.g. Lesion 
grammatically HasLocation Bodypart. Sensible sanctioning relationships are sufficiently 
tight that the composition sanctioned can be sensibly generated, e.g. Fracture sensibly 
HasLocation Bone. 
Two types of descriptive relationships can be distinguished: defining and necessary 
relationships. Defining relationships are relationships that represent the definition of a 
composite, e.g. Fracture which <HasLocation Femur> is the definition of complex femur 
fracture. Defining relationships are important in extending the model. Statements about 
essential properties of categories are called necessary relationships, e.g. Femur necessarily 
isComponentOf Thigh, implies that there exists no femur which is not a component of the 
thigh. Figure 8.13 shows a piece of GRAIL code modelling femur fractures (fracture is a 
trauma, femur is a bone in which a fracture can be located). Automated reasoning within 
GRAIL facilitates multiple classification. 

Trauma 

Fracture 

*~ 

ls_a 

®6 

Body part 

© Bone 

Femur 

Fracture which 
<HasLocation Femur> 

(a j Grammatical sanctioning 
^^^ relationship 

0 

®6 

Sensible sanctioning 
relationship 

Defining relationship. E.g. B*s are A's 
which have relationship R with C. 
B= {xeA|3yeCR(x .y ) [ 

Figure 8.13 GRAIL formalism representing femur fracture. 
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Figure 8.14 is a conceptual and formal representation of a GALEN (general GRAIL) model. 
Models developed with GRAIL are language independent and therefore the model of 
concepts is separated from the (synonymous) terms used to designate them. The Multilingual 
Module manages the mapping of concepts to terms and hence information entered in one 
language can be displayed in another. The terms for any GRAIL model will reside in separate 
lexicons in the Multilingual Module which handles issues as preferred terms separately from 
the model itself. 
The Code Conversion Module (not presented in Figure 8.14) can be used as an inter-lingua 
and manages the mapping of concepts to and from existing coding systems. 

Code conversion module 

String 

/stem. 

Primitive 
concept 

Which_Composite 
statement 

XOR 

Is a 

Relation 

• Consists_of(A,B) 
A consists of (at least) B 

• V w e Which.Composite.S»,™,™ V c e ComposhcConcepl ConsiStS_of(W,c) -> -3 w s e Wh,ch_S,a,cmcn, Con S i s t_of(w,WS) 

Explanation XOR: if a Which_Composite_Statement consists of a Composite_Concept then the Which_Composite_concep 
does not consist of a WhictuStatement (although the Composite__Concept can consist of a Which_Statement) 

" V w s Wh,ch_Composi,e_Sla,cmcn, V w s e Which_Sla,cme„, ConSJStS_Of( W,WS) ^ n 3 c s c»mpos,,c_Conccpl Consist_of(\V,C) 

Explanation XOR: if a Which_Composite_Statement consists of a Which^Statement then the Which_Composite_concept 
does not consist of a Composite_Concept (although the Composite_Concept can consist of a Which_Statement) 

• In "A which is B whichRel C": "A" is the Concept, "A which is B whichRel C' is the Composite_Concept and "which is B 
whichRel C' is the Which_Composite_statement. "B whichRel C' is the next level Composite_Concept in which "B" is the 
Concept and "whichRel C' is both Which_Composite_statement and Which_statement. The Which_statement consists of 
"whichRer (relation) and "C (concept). 

Figure 8.14 Conceptual and formal presentation of a GRAIL model. Code conversion module and Multilingual Module. 
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8.5 Discussion 
In this chapter we have described the second part of a framework for understanding 
terminological systems and our experiences with its application: the use of conceptual and 
formal representation formalisms for representing the structure of a terminological system. 
After applying the formalism to the required criteria of an ideal terminological system in 
section 8.3, we applied the representation formalism to describe the structure of important 
terminological systems in section 8.4. In our experience, formalization supports the 
comparison between the criteria on terminological systems (Figure 8.1 to Figure 8.7) and the 
structure of existing terminological systems (Figure 8.8 to Figure 8.14). The formalized 
criteria in figure 8.1 to 8.7 served as a reference design that helped us to observe 
discrepancies in some terminological systems. The largest discrepancies between the criteria 
and the ICD and ICM, which we have observed during this exercise, are the lack of explicit 
relationships and definitions, the lack of separating terms and concepts (and so the lack of 
synonyms), and the restrictions of domain completeness. The ICD lacks syntax rules and 
thereby it is impossible to compose new concepts. In the ICM the (implicit) composition 
rules are strictly and hierarchically defined so that one has to follow the surgical-system-site-
process-condition path without the possibility to skip one of these steps. We think that 
especially (formal) definitions and explicit composition rules are essential criteria for future 
terminological systems because, especially when expressed in a restricted form, they can 
facilitate automated reasoning such as consistency checking, classification [20] and 
knowledge acquisition (data entry) [25]. 
The NHS Clinical Terms, SNOMED and the UMLS do better on most criteria, but 
composition rules and formal definitions are insufficient. SNOMED RT aims to address this 
deficiency but it is not operational yet. The UMLS uses a semantic network to structure 
concepts in the medical domain. Reasoning is not (optimally) supported in the UMLS 
because nodes and arcs are only intuitively defined by their labels on a high level of detail, 
and therefore sensibility control on metathesaurus concept level is not supported. 
The GALEN project is an ambitious and promising project aiming at a formal description of 
the total medical domain. GALEN has the intention to adhere to the criteria mentioned in 
section 8.3 but the realization of all these intentions is still under construction. Moreover, the 
restrictions of the description logics on which GALEN is based, improves reasoning with the 
system, but constrains its expressivity. But even the somewhat restricted expressiveness of 
GALEN and its orientation towards the total medical domain still implies that a great effort 
should go into the syntax and grammatical rules to guarantee sensibly composed concepts. 
We intend a thorough and practical evaluation of the CORE model and the GALEN 
applications in a collaborative research. Special attention will be paid to the evaluation of the 
expressiveness and the possibilities for automated reasoning in clinical settings. 
We believe that the formalization of terminological systems helped us with a thorough 
understanding of their structure and thereby their applicability. It was also the basis for the 
development of a new terminological system for intensive care (see chapter 9). In our 
opinion, formal representation formalisms constitute indispensable tools for serious 
terminological system developers. The representation of the structure of a terminological 
system in a conceptual and formal way has advantages beyond the mere understanding of the 
terminological system [19, 21-23, 30]. 
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A conceptual and formal representation of a structure of a system supports the 
communication about what the system means and it supports development of new systems by 
finding the "desired patterns", the criteria described in section 8.3, in the design and by 
building new designs based on desired ones. Furthermore, by making knowledge of the 
underlying domain explicit with formal specifications, these specifications can be used in a 
knowledge acquisition tool, such as GAMES [24] and PROTÉGÉ [25], to support inference of 
new knowledge and to support consistency checks within the terminological system. These 
are important tools for the management of the terminological system. 
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